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Abstrak
 

Reporting is one of the forms of cooperation between society and the police in order to maintain the

disciplinary of civil in the environment. At the present, almost in every public facility in Jakarta, Bogor,

Depok, Tangerang and Bekasi (Jabodetabek) tend to have high percentage of criminality. UI students

typically come from Jabodetabek area and posses high physical mobility. Therefore, UI students might

potentially be the victims of criminal acts against possession.

<br><br>

While there is a connection on reporting about criminal acts by UI students, researcher wanted to know

descriptive factors on UI regular-program students that are connected with the tendency to report to the

police. This study used exchange network theory and expectation states theory. Exchange Network Theory

is a theoiy that was designed to explain someone?s choices (can be individually or in a group) in making a

cooperation with other people or party- Expectation States Theory is a theory that explains cooperation

phenomena between one individual or groups based on the information that is possessed. That information

can come from direct experience (interaction between particular parties) or can from indirect experience.

<br><br>

The study was a quantitative study. The population of the study was Universitas Indonesia students who

were in regular-program Sl from every faculty. Sampling method that was used in the study was non-

probability sampling, which was incindental sampling. The method that was used to collect the data was

self-administered questionnaire. Score differences were calculated using non-parametric calculation. The

total number of respondents was 436, consisted of 157 (36%) males and 279 (64%) females.

<br><br>

The results of the study showed that UI students in general tend to not report. Students who have had

reported had an expectation on the police that was less different with the students who have had not

reported. This result also applied on students who had been the victim and reported had an expectation that

was less different with students who had been the victim but did not report to the police. Nevertheless, UI

students overall perceived the police?s performance generally as good.
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